Abstract. Motor and vocal tics are the core symptom of Tourette syndrome (TS). Tic generation seems to develop throughout the known motor pathways. This review focuses on functional neuroimaging in order to check this assumption. Also it elucidates the alterations and interactions of motor networks in TS depending on different contexts and circumstances like resting state, spontaneous tic movements, suppression of tics and premonitory urges, voluntary goal-oriented movements as well as electrophysiological neuronal stimulation. In general, the primary tic generating motor network uses the basic motor pathways differently, interacts with secondary sensorimotor networks and neuronal systems of cognitive behavioural control in a merely hierarchical manner, changing during neurodevelopment.
Introduction
The core symptoms of tic-disorders (including Tourette syndrome = TS) are motor and vocal tics as signs of a hypermotor disturbance. They can be described as fragments of normal motor or vocal behaviors. Hence, three questions may be raised: First, are such movements based on the usual and known motor circuits only and, second, if so, how might these motor networks be altered? Third, how might the basic pathophysiological background of tics be explained? Moreover, things have to be considered in a more complex way, since the altered functioning of these motor networks might be different depending on the state and context of the ongoing tic-activity (Fig. 1); i.e. does the patient find himself in a resting state without a tic, is he surprised by a spontaneous tic-movement, is he trying to suppress/ sculpture a premonitory urge or a tic and, finally, is he conducting a voluntary goaldirected movement or a tic-imitation? Different neu-ronal networks may be included in tic-generation and performance and interact for these kinds of behaviour. A basic motor-related Tic-Generating-Network (TGN) would be sufficient for the action of simple tics while for "tic + premonitory urge" and "tic + mental suppression" neurodynamics would go beyond the basic TGN. In order to investigate this neuronal networking with acceptable spatial and time resolution, functional neuroimaging seems to be a helpful tool and it is the focus of this narrative review to discuss its contribution related to the exploration of motor networks in TS. 
Resting state
While a patient with a severe tic-disorder usually shows a high frequency of prominent tics, only those persons with mild and less frequent tics may be in- 1 Heterogeneity of samples (e.g. co-existing problems like ADHD, medication, gender, age, tic-profile, including/excluding premonitory urge, community vs. clinical sample) and methods (e.g. fMRI, MEG, EEG/ERP) and the influence of the related confounders on motor networks are not discussed in detail because of space limitation and lack of a relevant database for critical evaluation.
Sensorymotor
Urge/Tic vestigated during a resting condition. Franzkowiak et al. [13] registered motor-cortical interaction in TS with magnetencephalography (MEG). They confessed that "a pure resting baseline level was not evident" (p. 4) and the "baseline period of 32 s rest following each task" by Werner et al. [54] using fMRI is also not a real resting state.
On the other hand, Serrien et al. [48] , while testing functional activation patterns as revealed by EEG coherence, could clearly register data during an intermittend "resting" situation in TS, but they did not compare it with the one of healthy controls.
In their PET study to examine neuronal circuits of tic generation Lerner et al. [26] used stage 2 sleep as a baseline instead of the awake rest state. They wrote that the ". . . logic behind this approach is as follows: 1) Most movement disorders disappear during sleep.
2) The brain area generating the particular movement disorder is probably active most of the time during the waking state, independent of the presence or absence of the pathologic movement. However, the degree of activation may increase during generation of the particular pathologic movement. 3) Normally, regional brain metabolism does not differ much between wake and sleep stage 2." Unfortunately, for younger patients and/or fMRI sleep stage 2 seems to be not a feasible baseline condition/resting state. Further, tics occur also during sleep although less frequent and prominent [44] .
Older studies (including experimental groups with a broader and less clear defined psychopathological profile) on 'baseline metabolism' in TS by FDG-PET showed an abnormal limbic-motor coupling compared with normal controls as well as overactivity of secondary motor areas [5, 6, 10, 20] .
In sum, there exists no clear information on the neurobiology of motor-networks in TS under resting conditions, especially, whether the functioning of these networks is altered already during these states and if yes how. Hopefully, the variability of individual behaviour during resting state (e.g. tic-suppression, muscle relaxation, concentration on something else, day dreaming) does reduce a possible bias of brain activation at a group level.
Probably, future EEG/ERP-studies with LORETAanalyses and coherence-analysis of the Default-ModeNetwork or 'resting state' functional connectivity MRI (see [8, 55] ) might give more insight.
Spontaneous tic-movement vs. imitation
In their scholarly review on the neurobiology of TS Felling and Singer [12] included a short paragraph on functional neuroimaging and stated: "Event-related PET scanning has correlated tic occurrence with activity in a number of brain regions, including the prefrontal cortex, premotor and primary motor cortex, anterior cingulated cortex, putamen and caudate" [50] . However, the neurodynamics of tic generation still needs to be explored in more detail. Only two EEG studies [21, 36] have registered the Bereitschaftspotential (BP; readiness potential) before spontaneous tics compared to the voluntary imitation of tic-movements. The absence of the BP before tics suggests that a different organisation of the motor network is active; i.e. in tics there is less involvement of mesial pre-motor areas, which might be more active with self-paced movements or control of non-acceptable movements.
Event-related functional MRI (fMRI) with synchronized video/audio recording techniques allows much better to explore the complete three-dimensional neu-ronal basis of single tics spontaneously exhibited by TS patients. Bohlhalter et al. [5] observed brain activities 2 s before and at the beginning of a simple tic. The authors identified a set of paralimbic brain areas (ACC and insular region) and parietal operculum activated before manifestation of single motor and vocal tics. Taken together with the PET-data of Stern et al. [50] and PET-results of Lerner et al. ([26] , already cited as unpublished data in Bohlhalter et al. [5] ) the latter suggested the constitution of a distinct neuronal network for tic generation (TGN) comprising insula, cerebellum, SMA and ACC plus parietal operculum. Unfortunately, Bohlhalter et al. [5] could not generate results on the imitation of tics because of methodological difficulties during registration. Further, it was not possible to differentiate brain activation between states of "pure" tics and tics accompanied by an urge which was clinically reported in about 50% of the TS patients. Therefore, we don't know which part of the suggested TGN goes beyond pure motor/vocal tic generation. Probably, two fMRI case-reports [14, 22] might help to guide further group experiments. Kawohl et al. [22] found in their motor tic-condition also activation of the ACC and Gates et al. [14] during phonic tics activation in a broader TGN with parts of frontal, occipital, parietal and precentral cortex, nucleus caudatus, cingulated gyrus, cuneus and angular gyrus. In contrast, when a healthy person was mimicking the coprolalic phonic tics of the TS patient (unfortunately imitation by himself was not investigated) only right parietal cortex and left middle frontal gyrus were activated. Whether this indicated that mimicking tics (like in massed negative practice) does not touch the full TGN and thus limits this behavioural treatment option remains an open question.
A more valid approach are the group comparisons of Hampson et al. [17] and Wang et al. [53] . In both studies contrasts between spontaneous tics and intentional tic-like movements were investigated. Hampson et al. [17] followed the spatiotemporal patterns of coactivation between motor cortex and SMA before, during and after the movement in question. This coactivation was stronger for tics, while for both kinds of movements there was a nearly identical activation pattern of the other parts of motor-pathway. This highlights the central role of SMA for tic generation, probably the more the stronger a premonitory urge is present.
Wang et al. [53] also compared the activity of neuronal networks during spontaneous (TS patients) and simulated tics (healthy controls and TS patients). Their major findings were, first, a stronger neuronal activity in TS than in healthy controls throughout all portions of the motor pathway, second, stronger neuronal activity for spontaneous tics in a widespread corticosubcortical network probably related to generation of tics plus premonitory urges and, third, a weaker activity of the cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical circuit (including caudate and ACC) reflecting reduced motor control for the movement of tic action although it is principally well preserved for general behaviour.
Both studies support the notion that tic generation may involve the usual motor pathway at least quantitatively different (e.g. enhances functional coupling between successive nodes). Further, tic generation also recruits other and interacts with other neuronal networks depending on tasks beyond motor/vocal tic generation.
Suppression of tics
Using fMRI Peterson et al. [37] showed that tic suppression is accompanied by increased activity in the right frontal cortex and right caudate while decreased activity could be detected in the globus pallidus, putamen and thalamus. These effects were inversely correlated with tic severity. Another study [2] found a positive correlation of tic severity with activation in substantia nigra and ventral tegmentum signalling that not only alterations of cortical and subcortical regions but also of brainstem loci may be involved in the dysfunctioning of motor networks in TS.
Usually, the voluntary suppression of tics is associated with sensorimotor phenomena (e.g. tension, pressure or tickle located in the very muscle group for a tic; or a diffuse tension somewhere in the brain or the body) leading to a strong urge for motor discharge which the patient tries to resist [1, 46] . The latter can be used as a starting point for behavioural therapy with habit reversal training for TS [52] . Suffering from the triplet of sensorimotor pre-tic phenomena, mental effort to control the tics and the spontaneously initiated motor program of a pure tic-movement, obviously shows that the related neuronal network cannot be restricted to the basic motor network but needs a more complex neuronal interplay, especially if compulsive problems are involved. In adults with TS the latter are "correlated with functional abnormalities in associative and limbic networks, namely in orbito-frontal and prefrontal dorsolateral cortices" [55] . But also in children brain activation in cingulate gyrus, temporal gyrus and me-dial frontal gyrus may be correlated with obsessivecompulsive disorder score [9] .
Jackson et al. [19] published a discussion paper "On the functional anatomy of the urge-for-action" and commented also on TS. They related the extended neuronal TGN as described by Bohlhalter et al. [5] to premonitory urges, because "electrical stimulation of the insular cortex or the parietal operculum can elicit unpleasant somatosensory or visceral sensations. By contrast, electrical stimulation of the medial frontal lobes produces motor outputs in the face and upper limbs comparable to tics . . . these two regions (remark by us: right insular cortex and mid-cingulate cortex bilaterally; see their Fig. 5 ) are linked functionally and can be thought of as the limbic sensory and motor areas". Probably, the key region for experiences of urges-ofaction in TS is the insular cortex. This includes, that with brain development in tic children the awareness of tic-related sensorimotor phenomena (i.e. around the age of 10 years) other than the motor network are also involved in tic generation leading to a broader sensorimotor phenomenology. It remains to be considered which neuronal networks come additionally into play in order to supervise, monitor and control the tic-urge phenomenon. Berman et al. [3] suggested, on the basis of their experiments on blink suppression, that the right ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) with its involvement in inhibitory control plays a role in maintaining volitional suppression of blinking and other bodily urges, thoughts and behaviors. This is underlined by the co-activation of VLPFC with motor-associated cortices during movement inhibition.
Voluntary movement
For the earliest studies (in the 1980's) on spatial and temporal aspects of motor networks in TS only EEGmethodology was available. Studies were guided by the hypothesis that TS patients must prepare and execute a successful goal-directed movement in a different and more controlled way compared to healthy volunteers, because of interfering tics. Later Mink [31] suggested that voluntary movements might increase motor disinhibition in tic-disorders and thus induce facilitation of competing motor patterns more easily than in normals. However there is evidence even for a reduction of voluntary motor drive in TS [18] .
At the 1980's registration of the BP allowed to investigate neuronal cortical activity before movementonset (see also above under "tic-generation"). Rothenberger et al. [41] [42] [43] interpreted the increased shift of BP amplitude from central to frontal sites in tic children as an expression of their need to invest more mental effort into the control of a voluntary movement in order to achieve an adequate performance at a given task. Since the neuronal generator of the BP is related to SMA which is connected to the cingulated gyrus the authors suggested that this network must be involved in tic-control, an assumption which is confirmed and extended by todays studies on functional neuroimaging (e.g. [2, 17, 28] ).
A recent publication [40] investigated right index finger tapping in 19 treatment-naive boys (age 12.5 years) with "pure" TS; the latter in order to avoid comorbid confounding factors and longterm compensatory brain effects. Compared to healthy controls, the children with "pure" TS activated the contralateral precentral gyrus to a lesser extent, suggesting "that TS patients might use a different neuronal recruitment strategy to execute simple motor tasks". In this study the statement was supported by the tendency of greater ipsilateral motor area deactivation and is in line with findings of less asymmetric BP data at lateral central sites (C3 and C4) for tic children [43] as well as with more diffuse fMRI activation of sensorimotor cortices and SMA [4] . Probably, this might be related to the thinner sensorimotor cortices and their altered degree of thinning in TS [11, 49] . Finally, Roessner et al. [40] found also an increased left caudate nucleus activity. Deviations in the caudate/putamen are well known in TS. This focal excitatory abnormality may lead to thalamocortical dysrhythmia and neuronal disinhibition of the motor cortex as the last relais station followed by tic movements [12, 25, 30, 31] . The additional recruitment of the caudate nucleus may be linked to more effort for motor control through fronto-striato-thalamo-cortical pathways.
Related to this Roessner et al. [40] registered a higher magnitude of activation in the right medial frontal cortex. The regulatory model of frontal cortex-basal ganglia interaction for motor control could be confirmed for tics over the years [29, 41, 43] and may be developed further in a more sophisticated way by functional neuroimaging within the near future. The same holds true for neurofeedback-training, which is based on this functional model, and showed preliminarily, that it can improve selfregulation of tics [46] . Finally, Roessner et al. [40] "observed decreased magnitude of activation in the right parietal, temporal and middle frontal cortices in TS". Hence, even during a simple finger tapping task in "pure" TS the involvement of neuronal networks goes beyond the basic motor network for voluntary movements. This indicates that tic-suppression and urges-for-action cannot be excluded fully in such experiments and seem to modify the alterations of motor networks in TS. Although the very strict methodology of this study allows some firm conclusions about the very early alterations of motor networks in the course of TS, it can finally not be decided "whether activation differences between both groups reflect functional compensating mechanisms or a primary disease process".
Werner et al. [54] investigated adults with TS and used also a sequential finger-tapping task. The alterations of motor network activation and functional connectivity in TS showed multilevel affection. Differential changes could be observed between groups (TS vs. normals) in cerebellum, brainstem, cingulum, temporal cortex, prefrontal cortex and parietal cortex,while functional clusters were depending on task performance and gradient of difficulty. This underlines, that because of heterogeneity between studies, it is difficult to find a simple and clear answer.
However, using a complex statistical approach Werner et al. [54] finally explained their findings with a lower-order motor network (brainstem, cerebellum, striatum) and a higher-order motor network (prefrontal areas, pre-SMA and parietal cortex) while the motor and sensorimotor cortex might be seen as an intermediate i.e. where Stop meets Go [51] . The latter cortices did not show up with group differences in the fingertapping task of Werner et al. [54] . Nevertheless, during movement programming, motor preparation and execution there exists an important functional motor-cortical interaction between primary motor cortex and SMA. For example in preparation of a self-paced finger movement task Franzkowiak et al. [13] found this motorcortical interaction increased in TS, reflected in neuromagnetic coherence at beta-frequency. After movement termination this coupling was no longer the case. This underlines that several alterations in motor networks of TS patients are strongly related to flexible, situational compensatory mechanisms which allow normal voluntary motor behaviour (see also [48] on EEGcoherence and motor inhibition).
Taken together, in both studies [40, 54] most regions of the motor network showing deviations in structural neuroimaging were also altered functionally, although at the behavioural level no group differences for performance were seen and executive functions seem to be preserved in pure TS [16, 39] . This doubts studies which assumed an impairment of fine motor skills in TS. At least, such findings may not directly result from ticinterference or an associated motor deficit but from factors such as medication and co-existing psychopathology. Moreover, even interhemispheric transfer within motor patterns seems to be well developed in TS, based on accelarated growth of callosal subregion 3 as a consequence of tic performance over the years [7] .
In order to better disentangle and explain pure motor network alterations in TS from confounding circuits Worbe et al. [55] contrasted adult patients with only simple motor/vocal tics with two other groups having a more complex TS phenomenology including obsessivecompulsive traits. Their simple unilateral hand movements found only for the group with simple motor/vocal tics a reduction of activity in the primary motor cortex, but no group difference in the other clearly activated regions like SMA, ipsilateral cerebellum, posterior insula, putamen, thalamus, occipital cortex. On the one hand side, this clearly confirms that in TS the primary motor network is altered. On the other hand, it shows also that with reduced task load the other parts of the motor network as well as the merely compensatory/supervisory systems are functioning well in TS patients with only motor problems as could be seen in the results of a learning task in this study [55] and in tasks of inhibitory movement control [9, 15, 39, 48] .
It remains to be better clarified what happens if more difficult motor tasks have to be performed. For example, since basal ganglia mechanisms are underlying precision grip force control [38] it might be expected a behavioural deficit in TS patients, who may overscale their motor output and have difficulty coordinating grip and load forces [47] . In fact, their functional MRI showed underactivation in the secondary motor areas (premotor cortex, posterior parietal cortex, SMA) as well as in basal ganglia and thalamus compared to healthy controls. This is backed up with performance on inaccurate specification of the precision grip. While SM1 and cerebellum did not reveal any differences, the reported neuronal alterations are in line with the suggestion that a far reaching network is activated when not only voluntary movements but also interfering tics and premonitory urges (as both reported in these participants) are involved. Especially, a grip-load force control may activate compulsive behaviour/urges to touch objects forcefully as known in patients with complex TS.
Finally, it could be helpful to differentiate between networks active during early vs. late anticipation of a voluntary movement, since lower-order and higherorder systems are activated sequentially (i.e. first motor and premotor cortical areas and caudate nucleus are active while later ACC, frontal cortex and thalamus are involved) and might be differentially altered [27] .
Electrophysiological brain stimulation
In order to assess neuronal excitability and thus functioning of the motor network in TS electrophysiological stimulation at different sites of the circuit is possible.
For example, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) at the motor cortex (as a window for the whole motor circuit) showed that intracortical inhibition was deficient as seen by a shortened cortical silent period in TS patients [32, 33, 56] . The latter tends to normalize with age while tics are disappearing [34] . If the increased thinning of sensorimotor cortex in TS [11, 49] is correlated to hyperexcitability of the motor system is not yet clear.
Another example is deep brain stimulation (DBS); e.g. at the thalamus or globus pallidus or anterior cingulum [35] . DBS may help to synchronize dysrhythmic thalamo-cortical oscillations driven by dysfunctional fast spiking neurons of the striatum [25] .
Taken together, the different neuronal nodes of the motor network are interdependent and registered disturbances at one point of the network might reflect either a primary or a secondary problem or a compensation which went awry.
Perspectives
The reviewed studies have many methodological limitations which are only partly mentioned here but a detailed discussion would go beyond this report. Especially, the heterogeneity of samples in age and psychopathological profile presents a problem for generalisation of the findings. However, research in this area tries "to fail better".
So far, functional neuroimaging is on the way to better disentangle the different movement-related networks and their interplay involved and altered in TS. Because TS usually is composed not only of simple and complex motor/vocal tics but also of sensorimotor phenomena/urges with links to compulsions (e.g. touching, forceful grip) the basic (primary) motor network mostly interacts with secondary sensorimotor networks and neuronal systems of cognitive behavioural control and sensorimotor selfregulation. In addition, this complex interplay is changing during brain maturation. Age related abnormalities in frontostriatal and frontoparietal networks of comorbid TS patients exist [8, 28, 55] and lend support to the hypothesis that TS is a neurodevelopmental disorder [12] . But there exist good chances for a favourable outcome. Several compensatory and maturational mechanisms could already be shown (e.g. frontal lobe activation, interhemispheric callosal increase particularly of the motor subregion, improvement of cortical inhibition) and helps to better explain both etiopathophysiology and treatment principles.
Large scale developmental studies using functional neuroimaging combined with electrophysiology (like EEG/ERP, which may, in contrast to fMRI, differentiate between neuronal excitation and inhibition) and clinical treatment (with drugs or behavioural therapy) would be the next steps. Such an approach should find the right time-window during development for an intervention which improves best the actual problems as well as guarantees the optimal longterm outcome. Within this context it would also be interesting to know more about motor networks during sleep of patients with TS [23, 24, 44] . This is all the more important as sleep without a tic-suppressing action has been discussed as the optimal baseline condition for fMRI studies on TS [26] .
Finally, the feedback/feedforward mechanisms (including peripheral loops) concerning the awareness and control of tics should not be neglected [25, 43] .
Box 1
The Tic-Generating-Network (TGN) and its PartnerNetworks (PN) in functional neuroimaging of Tourette syndrome (T) -main findings depend on sensorimotor condition
-Resting state
Methodological differences and differences between the few existing studies allow no firm conclusions on the neurobiology of motor-networks in TS under resting conditions -Spontaneous Tic-Movement vs. Imitation Spontaneous tic generation may involve the usual motor pathway at least quantitatively different (e.g. less involvement of mesial pre-motor areas, enhanced functional coupling between SMA and motor cortex) -Suppression of tics and urges Not only cortical and subcortical regions but also brainstem loci may be involved in the dysfunctioning of motor networks in TS. The extended TGN may include as key regions the insular cortex as a limbic sensorimotor area and the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex as an area for inhibitory control -Voluntary movement
Patients with TS activate the basic motor network using a different (broader) neuronal recruitment strategy in order to execute motor tasks. At the same time they need to invest more mental effort (i.e. activating frontal lobes) to achieve an adequate performance. A regulatory model of frontal cortex-basal ganglia interaction for motor control could be confirmed for both voluntary movements and tics -Brain stimulation Diagnostic and therapeutic use of electrical brain stimulation points to misguided brain oscillations in motor networks at cortical and subcortical neuronal areas.
Comment
All findings need to be refined according to brain development and tic-associated disorders. Several compensatory and maturational mechanisms could already be shown (e.g. improvement of cortical inhibition with age, callosal increase).
